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1

How to tell it does not
spin

blowing things and moving things

1.4

CounterArguement

1.5

Arguement

im sure the earths rotation is not real because
how could we survive on a planet spinning at it is like in figure skating more they put their
3000 miles per hour
arms out the slower they spin the closer they
simple answer we cant
draw their arms in the faster they spin

1.1

Arguement

i just googled earth rotational velocity it is we are on the ground which is where angular
a 1000 miles per hour gravity is not strong momentum would be the strongest so where
enough to keep us on earth
are the winds?

1.2

CounterArguement

1.6

CounterARguement

it is like a train moving at constant speed you
the main axis of the earth is the core
will not feel force of movement
the bacteria on the skin of the figure skater
isn’t flung out into the air when they draw
1.3 Arguement
their arms in we do not fly off of the earth.
it is not like a train, on a train we are
inside, which protects us from wind of it what 1.7 Arguement
protects us from the wind what protects us
you expect me to believe we are just to small
from 1000 miles per hour winds on earth
think why isn’t there 1000mph winds why to be effected by powerful winds?
are there not constant 22 mph winds on earth
bacteria feel wind even more than a skater
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1.8

2

Arguement

The atmosphere rotates around the earth
with us

1.9

How they will say it
spins

they believe in the mainstream theory that
he earth rotates,they probably believe in
whatever academia tells them because they
are a pseud

Counter

if it rotates with the earth were is the wind

2.1
1.10

Arguement

Arguement

Planes go 500+ mph and you can sip a glass
of water midflight without it spraying into a
The mass of atmosphere rotates with the air,
fine mist
but it is not a solid medium, there are air
currents and winds within the overall shifting
mass.

2.2

1.11

planes dont fly they distort and move through
space

Counter

the wind would have to rotate with it if the
winds are not consistent that means earth is
not rotating
where is the constant 20 mph wind moving
every thing its not like it just does not exist
how can you not constantly feel the wind
or constantly see it moving things
all air should be wind if we are constantly
spinning when things spin and rotate they
create wind and pressure there has to be a
wind

1.12

Counter

2.3

Arguement

I am going East at X miles an hour. The air
is also going East at X miles an hour. The
air and I are going the same speed.
How much wind do I feel?

2.4

Counter

X amount of wind

Final

2.5

Arguement

it is obvious earth cannot rotate from regular instead of day and night there would be
observations
months of day and months of night
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2.6

Counter

light and heat bounces around in are
atmosphere this is why global warming
happens
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